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UNIT 92 – UPSC - Akbar conquers Ahmadnagar 

 

  India's History : Medieval India : Akbar completes his conquests - Ahmadnagar - 

1597 

 

Last Conquest - Ahmednagar 

 

By 1527, there were mainly five Muslim kingdoms in deccan, they were, Bijapur, 
Ahmadnagar, Golconda, Berar and Bedar. These were mainly the remnants of the old 
Bahmani kingdom, established by Bahman Shah in 14th century after revolting 

against Delhi. The history of these kingdoms is a record of almost continuous strife. 
Common jealousies not only prolonged the existence of smaller states but saved each 
of the larger of annihilation, and the usual course of warfare was a campaign of two of 

the larger states against the third. 

On 1597, Akbar asked the kingdom of Ahmadnagar to swear fealty to him. Which they 
refused on this he decided to attack the kingdom of Ahmadnagar, and the Khan 

Khanan in Malwa as well as Sultan Murad (Son of Akbar) in Gujarat were asked to 
proceed towards Ahmadnagar. 

The imperial troops reached Ahmadnagar and laid siege of the fort. At the time of the 
siege Ahmadnagar was ruled by infant king Bahadur, who was looked after by Chand 

Bibi. Sultan Murad, in order to hasten the fall of the fort mined the defenses. Secret 
informations enabled the defenders to remove the charges by counter mining and 

render the mines harmless. One, however, remained intact and this, when exploded, 
killed many of garrison and destroyed fifty yards of the curtain between the two 
armies, but the breach was so gallantly defended by Chand Bibi in person that the 

assailants were repulsed and night permitted the defenders to repair the damage. 

Soon Sultan Murad sent an envoy to Chand Bibi, offering to raise the siege in return 
for the cession of Berar. The garrison was suffering from Famine, so Chand Bibi 

decided to give away Berar. Sultan Murad retreated. In 1599 Akbar's youngest son, 
Daniyal and Khan Khanan were appointed to the Deccan, and the emperor followed 
them and encamped at Barhanpur. The Prince and the Khan Khanan advanced 

towards Ahmadnagar. Chand Bibi fought valiantly to save Ahmadnagar but lost heart. 
Summoned Jita Khan, a eunuch, who had been her confidant. She told Jita Khan 
about her decision to surrender. Jita Khan on hearing it ran out crying that Chand 

Bibi has turned traitor, mob rushed in her apartments of the palace and slew her. 
Soon Ahmadnagar fell into the hands of Akbar. 
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